SHARPENING SUPPLIES/TOOLS

Norton India stone
(7/8” x 1” x 4”)
#10624...................$7.95

Green Soft Oil Stone - 220
grit (2” x 1/2” x 6”)
#10622...................$17.95

Brown Hard Oil Stone 220 grit (1-5/8” x 1/2” x 6”)
#10761..................$19.95

EZE-LAP DIAMOND
HONES made of
industrial polycrystal in
diamond particles bonded
to metal backing - 3/4” x
2” on a 6” plastic handle
Med.grit..#10657.......$9.00
Fine grit #10658.......$9.00
X-fine grit #10659.....$9.00
Coarse grit
#10660...................$16.80

Green chromium oxide for use
on leather or cork strops (wax
base). Transfers to strop with a
light rubbing
#10672.....$6.50
Leather sharpening strop
#10663................................$5.95

White compound (aluminum oxide)
requires friction heat on cloth wheel for
transfer.
#10688...................$6.50
6” hard buffing wheel #10686...$25.50
8” soft buffing wheel #10687....$17.50
Both wheels have 1/2” arbor hole.

Hard Arkansas stones are ideal for
dressing the inside bevel of gouges. Use
with honing oil. 1/4” x 3” triangle
for V tools - #10626...............$20.00
Round/knife edge for all other gouges
(1/4” x 1” x 2-1/4”)
#10627....................................$14.50

Belcher honing oil;
the right weight oil to
use on your sharpening stones
2 oz. red
#10667............$2.50
4 oz. clear
#10668............$4.50
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Pink ceramic stones
Soft Arkansas Oil Stone 1200 grit
400 grit (1/4” x 2” x 6”) A. (3/8” x 1” x
#10763...................$6.95 6”) #10765...
$24.95
B. (1/4” x 1” x
6”) #10764..
$17.95
Soft Arkansas Oil Stone
400 grit (5/16” x 2” x 8”)
#10762....................$8.95
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Soft Arkansas stone in
pouch is the second step
in sharpening (1/2” tall x
1-1/2” wide x 4” long)
#10642...................$6.95

Buffer. The bench grinder is a 3,450 rpm 1/2”
shaft unit. The wheels run up to require
positioning the tool on the front surface of the
wheel. Has 6” hard and 8” soft cloth polishing
wheels. Includes white aluminum polishing
compound. Weighs 14 lbs.
#10689.................................................$120.00
2-wheel Knife Sharpener. 400 rpms.
The left wheel has 100 grit belt sandpaper
which is used to grind the knife blade.
The right wheel is leather. Weighs 27 lbs.
#10693........................................$265.00

Cratex rubber strop with
silicon carbide particles embedded
- for polishing the edge of the tool use dry - no need to use honing oil
(3/8” tall x 1” wide x 6” long)
Coarse 100 grit............... #10648
Medium 200 grit............ #10650
Fine 300 grit................... #10652
Ex. Fine 400+ grit...........#10654
$18.75 each
Belcher Belt Sharpener. Has a
1”x 30” belt with 6” cloth
polishing wheel and tool holding
fixture. Includes white aluminum
oxide polishing compound.
Operating speed is 3,450 rpm.
Weighs 23 lbs.
#10690 ........................... $258.00
Without buffing wheel
#10690-A ....................... . $226.00

